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1. Overview
Introduction

Welcome to the user manual for the Hurricane Duty, Tax & Compliance
Extension for Magento!
The Duty, Tax & Compliance extension is designed to give Magento users
access to Hurricane’s services covering Product Classification, Duty & Tax
Calculation, Prohibited & Restricted Goods Screening and Denied Party
Screening.
The sections below cover all aspects of using the Hurricane extension for
Magento and the My Hurricane customer portal.
The latest version of the extension is available for installation on the
Magento Marketplace.
More information about Hurricane’s services can be found on our website.

Benefits


Hurricane gives you the tools to successfully navigate cross-border
eCommerce, reducing the risk of parcels being delayed or returned
by customs, as well as avoiding unnecessary costs and fines.



Hurricane helps you provide cost transparency towards your
customers, reducing returns and abandoned carts.



Hurricane helps you give your customers a seamless cross-border
experience, increasing the number of sales and returning customers.

Features

The Hurricane Duty, Tax & Compliance extension has four main features:





Product Classification
Duty & Tax Calculation
Prohibited & Restricted Goods Screening
Denied Party Screening

These features are explained below. The process of configuring these
features is described in the next section.

Hurricanecommerce.com
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Product classification
-- You can choose a customs classification for your product from Hurricane’s top
estimates based on the product description.

To get your products through customs, in most cases a correct product
description and 6-digit Harmonised System Code (HS6 Code) must be
provided. When a compliant HS6 code and product description are not
provided with your shipments, parcels can be held up in customs or even
returned.
Hurricane’s AI-driven API returns a list of the closest matches for an HS6 Code
and Hurricane Universal Unique Identifier (HUUID) for your provided product
description. You choose the best match, and the extension saves the HUUID
you have chosen into the product details, along with the HS6 Code. The
HUUID is used for the Duty & Tax calculation and Prohibited & Restricted
goods screening features. The HS6 code can be used when filling out customs
declarations or to provide to your carrier when requested.

Duty & Tax Calculation
-- Calculate and display the best estimate of Duties and Taxes payable by your
customers, all in real time.

In many countries, imported goods have duties and taxes placed on them by
customs. There are many different categories and rates that differ from
country to country. Hurricane gathers the latest data on these rates, trade
agreements and low-value thresholds and makes it available through our
API’s. The extension can combine this data with your product and customer
data to get the best estimate on duties and taxes payable, so you can be
transparent to your customers about the full cost of their order.
When a product has been classified and a customer’s location has been
identified, the Hurricane extension automatically calculates the Duties &
Taxes payable for the product by your customer and can display it in a widget
on the product catalogue page, product details page, mini cart, shopping cart
and checkout page. The customer’s location can be provided by the customer
when they are logged in, otherwise it is automatically estimated by IP
geolocation.
Important note: Duty and Tax calculation is more an art than a science, so the Duties
and Taxes calculated by Hurricane are best estimates. Most likely they will match the
Duties & Taxes decided on by customs (or be very close), but Hurricane cannot
guarantee the customs officers dealing with your parcel have the exact same
interpretation of your product as Hurricane’s AI does, and ultimately the decision is
up to them.

Hurricanecommerce.com
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Prohibited & Restricted Goods Screening
-- Check if your products are prohibited or restricted for export, import or
transport to over 150 countries.

Not all goods can be freely exported to any country. Hurricane gathers the
most recent data on goods that are prohibited or restricted for export, import
or transport and lets you know when a product ordered by one of your
customers is prohibited or has specific restrictions applied to it.
Hurricane’s API intelligently combines the product information, origin and
destination of your orders to provide you with the best data. For example,
lithium ion batteries have different restrictions on them when shipped by
airplane, then when they are shipped by truck.
The information Hurricane provides is automatically added to your order, if
any potential issues are flagged by our API. You can use the information to
minimise the risk of orders getting held up or sent back by customs, or your
company being fined for non-compliance with international regulations.

Denied Party Screening
-- Check if your customers match individuals or organisations that are
blacklisted for trade.

Denied Parties are individuals or entities that have been denied shipping
privileges by government agencies because they are involved in illegal
activities such as drug trafficking, money laundering or terrorism. Taking part
in a transaction with a denied party can have severe consequences, including
fines or even jail time. Every party in the transaction is responsible for doing
due diligence, including you!
To assess whether a person or company could be a Denied Party, Hurricane
generates a score based on how closely that person or company has matched
against the lists of Denied Parties, ranging from 0 to 135.
Hurricane gathers information from almost 100 lists globally from many
organisations and countries. These lists are all available publicly and checked
for new updates daily, giving you coverage on over 190 different countries.
You can use the extension to help you minimise risk, specifying your own risk
threshold and what happens when a customer exceeds it, like automatically
putting orders on hold or preventing them from being placed, and notifying
you by email when an order is put on hold, so you can investigate further
before deciding to fulfil the order or to cancel it.
Important note: Using Hurricane’s Denied Party functionality does not mean you are no
longer responsible for your own transactions. Denied Party screening is more of an art than a
science, so a denied party score of 0 does not mean there is no risk in selling to a particular
customer, and a score of 135 does not mean the customer is definitely a denied party. How to
deal with potential Denied Parties depends on the type of products you sell and the countries
you ship to. For example, a high denied party score can mean more of a risk when selling night
vision goggles into a known conflict zone than when selling baby clothes to someone in a
peaceful region. Hurricane provides you with the best real-time estimates, but there is no
substitute for due diligence: the decision is ultimately your responsibility!
Hurricanecommerce.com
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2. Download and Installation
First, purchase the Duty, Tax & Compliance extension from the Magento
Marketplace (the extension is free to download).
Download and installation of the Hurricane extension is done via the
Command Line Interface.
Please refer to https://devdocs.magento.com/extensions/install/ for
detailed steps on installing an extension via CLI.
The technical details of the extension can be found as explained in the
guide linked above, but are also listed here for convenience:
Component Name: hurricanecommerce/module-duty-tax-compliance
Extension Name: HurricaneCommerce_DutyTaxCompliance

Hurricanecommerce.com
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3. Configuring the Hurricane Extension
After installation, navigate to:
STORES → Configuration → HURRICANE COMMERCE → API Configuration
Here you can view and edit the settings for the different features of the
Hurricane extension. These settings are listed and briefly explained below:

General

Here you can configure the general settings of the Hurricane extension.
Enabled
Here you can select whether or not the Hurricane extension is enabled in
your store. Selecting No will turn off all features, selecting Yes will enable
the extension with the settings below.
Enable debug
When set to ‘Yes’, all requests to the Hurricane API’s will be logged to the
folder mentioned under the dropdown menu. This feature is for debugging
purposes and does not need to be turned on.
API Key
Here you can fill in your Hurricane API key. Your API Key can be found in
My Hurricane. For more information on obtaining your API Key, see the
section Getting your API Key.

Features
Here you can configure the behaviour of the Hurricane Extension
Enable overnight classification
When this option is enabled, the system will check overnight for
unclassified items in your product catalogue and request classification
options from Hurricane.
Enable Prohibited & Restricted
Turn the Prohibited & Restricted goods screening functionality on or off.
Hold orders with prohibited/restricted items
When this option is enabled, newly placed orders will automatically be put
on hold if they contain items flagged as potentially prohibited or restricted
for import, export or transport to the destination address.
Enable Denied Parties
Turn the Denied Parties functionality on or off.

Hurricanecommerce.com
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Denied Parties alert threshold
Here you can set the threshold Denied Party score, above which newly
placed orders will be handled on the criteria set below this setting. If you
leave this box blank, no threshold is set and no orders will be automatically
put on hold or blocked. For more information on Hurricane’s Denied Party
scoring system, see the section above on Denied Party Screening or the
page on our website.
Prevent orders for denied parties
When set to yes, orders from customers with a denied party score
exceeding your specified Denied Party alert threshold will be automatically
blocked by the system, displaying the message 'An error occurred during
the payment, please try again later' to the customer that tries to place the
order, as shown here:

Hold orders for denied parties
When set to yes, orders from customers with a denied party score
exceeding your specified Denied Party alert threshold will be automatically
put on hold by the system, so you can decide how to handle them.
Send denied party email alert
when set to yes, the email address(es) entered in the next setting will
receive an email alert when an order with a Denied Party score exceeding
the Denied Party alert threshold has been placed.
Note: an email will not be sent when the order has been automatically
blocked by the system.
Alert recipients
Here you can specify the email address(es) to receive a notification if an
order is placed that exceeds your specified Denied Party alert threshold.
Email template for denied parties alerts
Here you can select an email template to use for the Denied Party alert
email. The default template contains the message “A new order has been
placed by a customer who exceeds the Denied Party alert threshold” and
the order information. You can specify your own email template under
MARKETING → Email Templates.

Hurricanecommerce.com
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Display options
In this section you can choose on which pages the Duties & Taxes widget
will be displayed.
Note: On the category and product pages, an API call to Hurricane to calculate Duties & Taxes will
only be made when a customer clicks on the Duties & Taxes widget and the results are then cached
until checkout. Shipping costs are only included in the calculation after the customer has selected a
shipping option. This means the calculations presented outside checkout do not include shipping
costs in the calculation.

Show on category pages
When set to yes, the Duties & Taxes widget will be displayed on product
category pages. An example is shown here:

Note: Calculations displayed on the category page do not include shipping costs.

Show on product pages
When set to yes, the Duties & Taxes widget will be displayed on the
product details page. An example is shown here:

Note: Calculations displayed on the product page do not include shipping costs.
Hurricanecommerce.com
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Show in mini cart
When set to yes, the Duties & Taxes widget will be displayed in the mini
cart. An example is shown here:

Note: Calculations displayed in the mini cart do not include shipping costs.

Show in checkout summary
When set to yes, the Duties & Taxes widget will be displayed on the
checkout summary page. An example is shown here:

Note: Calculations displayed on the product page do include shipping costs.

Hurricanecommerce.com
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Messages
Here you can customize the messages displayed in the Duties & Taxes
widget.
Duties & Taxes widget title
Here you can customise the title displayed on the Duties & Taxes widget.
(See ① below) below)
Duties & Taxes widget disclaimer
Here you can customise the disclaimer text displayed at the bottom of the
Duties & Taxes widget. (See ② below) below)
Duties & Taxes totals summary disclaimer
Here you can customise the disclaimer text displayed on the order
summary page. (See ③ below) below)

① below)
② below)

③ below)
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4. Classifying your products
To make use of the Duty & Tax and Prohibited & Restricted features of the
Hurricane extension, your products need to be classified with a Hurricane
Universal Unique Identifier (HUUID). Along with the HUUID, a 6-digit
Harmonised System Code (HS6 Code) is automatically saved to your
product attributes.
You can classify your products one by one, or in bulk.

Single product classification

To classify a single product, in your Magento Admin page, navigate to:
CATALOG → Products, find the product you wish to classify, open its details
page and scroll down until you find the HUUID attribute, shown here:

If the box is empty (as shown above), click the Update List button to make
a classification call to Hurricane and update the classification options.

If the box (now) reads ‘- Choose a valid classification -‘, the extension has
(already) made an API call to Hurricane to get the best estimate
classification options. In this case you can select the most appropriate
classification from the dropdown menu and click Save.
Your product is now classified and can be used for Duty & Tax Calculations
and Prohibited & Restricted Goods Screening. The appropriate HS6 code
has automatically been saved to the product details.
Note: when adding a new product to your catalogue, it must first be saved
before the Update List button will be functional.

Hurricanecommerce.com
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Bulk classification
If you have many products in your Magento catalogue and want to classify
them in bulk, there is a two-part process to do this. This method can be
used when you have 120 or more products to classify.
Part 1: Remote Classification
If you have more than 120 products to be classified, you can use the
Remote Classification feature. Using this feature, the HUUID/HS6 options
will be updated for all products in your catalogue that do not have these
options stored yet. To get started with the bulk classification, follow the
steps below.
Note: classifying your products in bulk may take up to 7 days, depending
on the amount of products and Hurricane’s server load.
Step 1
In your Magento Admin page, navigate to:
STORES → Product Classification → Remote Classification
Step 2
Click the New Request button.
Your request will be generated and should become visible at the
bottom of the page. There you can also see the current status of the
request. The request will go through several stages: gathering data
from your product catalogue into a request, sending the request to
Hurricane, processing the request remotely and importing the
returned file into your product catalogue.
Step 3
When the status of the request is Complete, continue to part 2 on
the next page.

Hurricanecommerce.com
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Part 2: CSV Export
When classification options have been saved to your products (manually
or by following the steps detailed above), you can go through the process
of selecting the appropriate HUUID and HS6 codes in bulk.
In short, the process consists of exporting a CSV file, removing all but the
right data from it, and reimporting it into Magento:
Step 1
Navigate to STORES → Product Classification → Export CSV
The extension will now generate a CSV file with all unclassified
products for you to download. This may take a while if you have a
very large catalogue.
Step 2
Save the CSV file to your computer.
Step 3
Open the CSV file in a spreadsheet editor (e.g. Excel, Numbers, etc.)
For each SKU in your catalogue there will be several rows in this
spreadsheet, each with different matches for an HUUID and product
description in the last two columns.
Step 4
Choose the rows with the correct match column, and delete all the
other rows, except the header row.
There are many ways to do this, depending on the spreadsheet
editor you’re using, but a relatively simple way is to put an x in the
next column on the right of the correct match, repeat this for all
products in the spreadsheet and then sort the spreadsheet by the
column with the x’s in it.
Your chosen classifications should now be at the top and you can
delete all the rows at the bottom that don’t have an x next to them.
Step 4
Leave only the SKU and HUUID columns and delete all the other
columns.
Step 5
Save the spreadsheet as a CSV file.
Step 6
In your Magento Admin, navigate to
SYSTEM → Data Transfer → Import.
Hurricanecommerce.com
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Step 7
In the Entity Type box, select Products, then in the Import Behavior
box, select Add/Update.
Step 8
Click Choose file and select the CSV file you just saved.
Step 9
In the top right, click the Check Data button.
You should see a message at the bottom of the page with the
message ‘File is valid!’
Step 10
Click Import and wait for the updates to be made.
The bulk classification process is now complete!

Hurricanecommerce.com
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5. Using My Hurricane
The My Hurricane portal provides you with usage statistics, billing
information and additional support. The main uses of My Hurricane are
listed and explained in this section.

Signing up

Signing up to My Hurricane is part of the installation process, you will
automatically be redirected to My Hurricane at the appropriate step in the
process.
If you wish to sign up manually, you can follow these steps:
Step 1
Navigate to https://my.hrrcn.io/?utm_medium=magento in your browser
and click SIGN UP in the top right corner.
Step 2
Enter your information, accept the Terms & Conditions and click SIGN UP.
Step 3
Go to your email inbox and click the confirmation link in the email you just
received from Hurricane.
Step 4
Select a subscription plan. If you have selected a paid plan, enter your
payment details.
Step 5
Enter your company information and click CONTINUE.
Congratulations, you’re signed up!
To view your API key now, click SHOW FULL API KEY and re-enter your
password. You can also find it again later.
For instructions on entering the API Key into the Hurricane Extension API
Configuration, see the section on Configuring the Hurricane Extension

Hurricanecommerce.com
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Logging in
Navigate to https://my.hrrcn.io/login in your browser, enter your username
and password and click LOG IN.

Getting your API Key

Step 1
Log in to My Hurricane (see above).
Step 2
Navigate to the API Key section in the menu on the left. If the menu is not
visible, click the three horizontal lines in the top left.

Hurricanecommerce.com
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Step 3
Click SHOW FULL API KEY and re-enter your password

Step 4
Select and copy your API Key

You can now navigate to your Magento Admin page to enter your API key
into the API Configuration.
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Viewing usage statistics
On your Dashboard you can view statistics on the API calls made to
Hurricane by the extension. Here you can keep track of the amount of API
calls made, so you can adjust your subscription plan accordingly.
You can view the amount of monthly calls available in your subscription
plan in the Billing section.

Changing your subscription plan

If you find you need more (or less) API calls than your current subscription
plan provides, you can change your plan in the Billing section.

Select the plan you wish to switch to. If you were on the Free plan, you will
be asked to enter your payment details.
If you are on a paid subscription plan, you can also edit your payment
information in this section.

Hurricanecommerce.com
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Editing your profile
To change your email address, password and personal and/or company
information, navigate to the Your Profile section.

Getting support

To get more information or contact our support staff, navigate to the Help
section.
Here you can find links to a form to contact support, Frequently Asked
Questions, a reference for the Import, Export and Transport codes used by
Hurricane and a reference for our Denied Party scoring.
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6. Additional Resources
Still haven’t found what you’re looking for?
Log in to My Hurricane to view usage statistics, billing information and get
additional support.
Read our Frequently Asked Questions
Read the reference page of our coding system
Go to the Magento Marketplace
Read our Privacy Policy
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